Abstract-Control and trajectory optimization involves the minimization of a performance index (PI) of integral form where some optimal control law exists in a dynamic system. In this paper, a hybrid minicomputer with an adaptive random-search algorithm implements an iterative search for the optimal control. The search assumes that some initial control is randomly perturbed and a fast analog computer generates respective PI from the analog response of the dynamic system. An improved PI informs the digital computer to utilize the perturbed control as a basis for the next iteration; otherwise a new perturbation replaces the old perturbation in the next iteration. The search terminates when no further improvements occur.
I. INTRODUCTION
APPLICATION of economic and versatile minicomputers to hybrid computation has prompted recent interest in simple yet rapid search schemes for direct functional optimization in control and trajectory problems. Simple approaches with frugal software, such as creeping random and adaptive step-size random searches, have displayed remarkable success with some optimization problems with few parameters [1] . Simultaneously, these attempts have established the efficacy of solution convergence to optimal solutions with execution periods that compared favorably with such schemes as steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods.
Such random-search methods were first applied to hybrid computer implementation of Pontryagin's maximum principle [2] . Unfortunately, this technique not only required iterative solution of a (possibly quite complicated) two-point boundary value problem, but also doubled the number of differential equations to be set up on the analog computer, since a second set of "adjoint" equations must be added to each system equation.
Such drawbacks have stimulated interest in direct functional optimization by hybrid computation [3] . Here, a hybrid-computer method employing a fast repetitive analog computer (LOCUST) and a digital computer (PDP-9) is developed for the simulation and optimization
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The main thrusts of these investigations are that 1) manyparameter optimization problems are solvable in reasonable time and 2) such problems are amenable to hybrid computing environments with extremely limited resources.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider the dynamical system as per (1) with control input u(t) and response function x(t). We wish to determine the time function u(t) which maximizes (or minimizes) the performance index (PI).
Assume that the dynamical system is described by a system of differential equations of order k. Then in terms of the system state variables xl,x2,*** ,xk we can write the system equations of motion as xti= fi (xl,x2,5 . **n,u)t), (1) where for simplicity we have assumed a simple scalar control u(t). The PI is a function of the state variables at the terminal time tF. Thus let PI = PI (XlF,X2FP, --*,XkF,tF) (2) where the terminal time tF is defined as the stopping condition which may be specified or unknown depending on the particular problem but at least governed by a set of constraint equations C(xl,x2) * * *,XIctF) = 0.
Of particular interest are those classes of problems which admit a PI not directly measurable (if it exists at all) without solving the differential equations (1). Additionally, vector PI's introduced by Stewart et al. [6] , composed of absolute-value terms which are not necessarily additive, also apply, since solution by analog computation is no less difficult. Vector-valued PI's are those which require minimization of all terms simultaneously. Although it is not always clear how such PI's are invoked, the utility of this approach has been forcefully demonstrated by Stewart. Indeed, as shown in Geering and Athans [7] and Zadeh [8] , the optimal control and estimation problems which invoke the Pontryagin 958 ANDREWS AND KORN: DIRECT FUNCTIONAL OP PAMIZATION maximum principle to obtain the optimal parameters often fail because the user is forced to consider several cost functions simultaneously. These may include energy consumption, integral-squared error, and transfer time.
Besides using PI's that are not directly measurable, one should anticipate convex response surfaces (locally quadratic), though this, again, may be difficult to identify a priori. Given this type of response surface, Rastrigin [9] , Gurin and Rastrigin [10] , Schumer and Steiglitz [11] , and Kosako [12] have analytically derived and demonstrated convergence in probability [13] by random perturbation methods. Equally important, Schumer and Steiglitz empirically identified a mere linear increase in convergence time with an increase in an unknown parameter dimensionality space in-contrast to the usual exponential increase pointed out by Hooke and Jeeves [14] and Spang [15] for grid search and quadratic or cubic increase as in conjugate gradient searches of Fletcher and Powell [16] .
Furthermore, it is assumed that each scalar function u(t) can be represented as a set of sample values u(iAt) ( [3] have utilized a random perturbation method for the direct functional optimization, in contrast to simple measured-gradient techniques. Their experiences, reinforced by earlier efforts [1] , led to the proposed method briefly described here, which incorporates the improvement suggested in [3] , namely, the random perturbation algorithm should be adaptive in step size, parameter space, and bias.
The solution of the functional optimization consists mainly of four steps: 1) generate a trial control u(t), 2) derive solutions to the dynamical system equations, 3) compute the respective PI, and 4) compare the index to the best index, store the better control if successful, and terminate the search if satisfied, otherwise return to step 2) with a perturbed value of the better control. Steps 2), 3), and 4), though costly in digital computation time, are mechanically executed in a fast analog computer. The digital computer, however, automatically employs an adaptive search algorithma on the trial controls in step 1).
The task of optimizing many parameters is most easily handled by a small digital computer with assembly language software which can rapidly generate many parameters, randomly perturbed with sophisticated strategies. The high-speed analog machine interfaced to the digital computer generates the solutions to the dynamical equations. The digital computer is a PDP-9 [17] , which has an 18-bit word length and 16K of core memory with software written entirely in MACRo-9 assembly language. The University of Arizona's LOCUST [18] is a 4 10-V repetitive analog computer capable of differential-equation solution rates of 2000 runs/s. A peripheral control console (DARE) and a hardware random-noise generator are used for online operator control.
Trial controls are generated by randomly perturbing the current control as in (4) . (4) where k. (iAt) = current trial control 6A (iAt) = random perturbation. "Steering" of the random perturbation is accomplished by an adaptive search algorithm described next.
IV. A BIASED ADAPTIVE STEP SIZE
(BASS) RANDOM-SEARCH ALGORITHM The design of the BASS random-search algorithm has incorporated the following objectives.
1) The strategy encompasses comparatively modest computation, yet includes both step size and step direction adaptation.
2) The algorithm allows on-line operator interaction for manual control of the search.
The BASS algorithm allows for direct operator control. This interaction between operator and algorithm measurably improves convergence as was recognized by Bohlin and Chernak [19] , and Carlson [20] . The adaptive bias nature of BASS, which determines preferred directions, is provided by adjusting the uniform probability distribution mean of each perturbation Sku(iAt) to a weighted average of past successful stepe I-lu(iAt),k"21u(iAt), * A By adjusting the allowable variance of perturbation, adaptive step size is provided such that the search is localized when previous steps are successful. These adaptive properties of BASS are implemented with basic strategy elements. The basic elements of the BASS strategy include the following. is desired, say u (iAt) (i = 1,--, 100). Fig. 2 depicts refinement to 20 steps (parameters), each refinement occurring after 100 trial intervals.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH BASS
This section presents empirical data from two optimization problems, a nonlinear optimal-time control problem and a constant-thrust-rocket trajectory optimization problem. Clearly, the optimal time-control problem does not belong to the class of problems for which the proposed method of solution is intended since u(t) is discontinuous and the criterion function is not locally quadratic. The constant-thrust-rocket problem does belong to the applicable class of optimization problems.
The data and curves to follow were obtained to demonstrate effectiveness of each of the basic strategy elements of the BASS algorithm. These experimental data represent approximately ten million hybrid computer optimization runs. the notion that the trial following a successful step might be made deterministic rather than random. One can accomplish this by reducing the variance of perturbations for the next few trials and increasing it after some fixed number of consecutive failures. The objective of this problem is to determine the optimal thrust-direction program 0(t), which will place a rocket vehicle moving under constant gravitational force at a given altitude with zero vertical velocity and maximum horizontal velocity. The system equations are (t) = v (t) byu(t) = Xsin0(t) -g b'5(t) = X cos 0 (t) (6) where y = altitude y, = vertical velocity v. = horizontal velocity X = constant thrust acceleration g = gravitational acceleration.
The PI associated with this problem is the total horizontal velocity increase over some specified time interval t1 (100 seconds) ( PI, as in (12) , was decreased for that run.
8)
PI' = K, vu(t1) +K2 vx(t) -10 +Ks y(t1) 1. (12) As it was not obvious to these investigators whether each term in (12) Korn and Korn [21] and is quite useful in converting constrained optimization problems to unconstrained problems.
B. Time-Optimal Second-Order System Given a double integral control system with bounded input control law u(t), obtain the optimal u*(t) such that the state variables xl(t) and x2(t) diminish to zero from some specified initial values in minimum time, where $2(t) = u(t) (13) xtl(t) = X2(t).
The PI for this problem becomes simply rtL PI = fdt (15) where t1 remains unspecified. The terminal constraints are xl(t1) = x2(tl) = 0. (18) (19) (20) where K1 and K2 are arbitrary gains. During investigations K1 and K2 were chosen equal to ten as penalties to enforce endpoint constrai^nt.
C. Basic Strategy Element Effects on Convergence
The following empirical data were obtained with BASS on a hybrid computer (PDP-9 and LOCUST). Each data point represented the average or sample mean R of 100 statistically independent optimizations. This study was undertaken to demonstrate the effects of various basic strategy elements of BASS upon rate of convergence. The specific parameters of the BASS algorithm were set to the values tabulated in Table I Empirical data depicted in Fig. 3 showed that a weighting scheme which favored recent successful trials provided a relatively better performance (trials to convergence) than the other methods by a factor of 2.
E. Single
Step Strategy This strategy assumed that the trials immediately following a successful trial with bias should have smaller variances in order to linger within a region with gentle gradient direction. Biasing was continued to "remember" the approximate gradient direction while reducing perturbation variances reflected less uncertainty or randomness in the choice of the next trial. Interestingly, the single step strategy failed to demonstrate any significant improvement. These results are quite similar to those of Stewart et al. [6] , and Adams and Lew [22] for adaptive variance. Stewart as well as Bekey [23] however did show that biasing improved convergence.
F. PI Structure
The fourth investigation studied the relative effectiveness of a vector PI structure as compared with a combination of vector and scalar or a pure scalar structure. In a vector PI, all terms must be reduced in a trial run if a successful trial is to be declared. In a scalar PI, any term reduction signifies a successful trial. A combination of vector and scalar means that those vector terms of the PI must be simultaneously reduced and any single or multiple of scalar terms may be reduced or at least not increased. For instance, scalar/vector structure B of Table II The results depicted in Fig. 4 indicate that a significant reduction in the number of runs to convergence occurs when a vector PI structure is utilized. For the rocket problem a vector PI reduced the average number of runs by 1/2 compared to the scalar PI. For the control problem, the pure scalar PI defied convergence.
G. Summary
All investigations, to this point, have considered, one at a time, the various strategy elements of the BASS random search algorithm. Nearly all of these elements proved effective in increasing the rate of convergence. Other strategies which were studied include a threshold strategy [6] which dictates the amount of PI reduction before a successful trial is declared and an expanded end-search strategy [24] which opens the variance of perturbations during the final stages of a search in hope that an abortive search may be saved by drastically altering the trial control law. Both strategies were effective in the control problem but somewhat inconclusive in the rocket problem.
The performance of each strategy is presented in capsule form in Table III 2) No bias (memoryless) allowed during global search mode.
3) A single step strategy which reduces the current variance to 1/4 of its current value when bias is introduced. 4) A vector PI structure. 5) A threshold strategy which requires the current PI value to be reduced by 25 percent before a successful trial is declared. 6) No variance increase allowed during the terminal stages of the search.
In addition, the BASS algorithm was allowed to sequence automatically through three modes, global, local, and terminal, with the parameter set of Table I . Each mode ended when either of the following conditions was true.
1) K1 consecutive unsuccessful trials had occurred. 2) 1000 consecutive unsuccessful trials had occurred between two variance reductions.
For the trajectory optimization problem, the search converged within three to six minutes, usually requiring on the order of 100 000 iterations. The difficult nonlinear optimal control problem nearly always required 200 000 iterations with five to ten minutes for convergence. In contrast to the trajectory problem, which seldom failed to converge, the nonlinear control problem which, of course, does not belong to our admissable class of problems, failed to converge nearly one-third of the time, emphasizing the necessity for a "smooth" control law.
Typical curves for the optimal thrust direction program @* (t), for the trajectory problem and the control sequence U*(t) for the nonlinear control problem are depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The modified PI's of (12) and (20) were used in these experiments. PI values PI* for the trajectory problem curves are 0.05, 0.06, 0.03 (machine units) and represent less than 0.6 percent of the maximum machine units of the analog computer.
With the analog circuit ground "noise" of 0.5 percent in the analog computer, no further PI improvement would Having observed that the optimal control for the trajectory problem was rather smooth, less "noisy" controls laws than those shown in Fig. 5 would be possible if the parameter space dimension was reduced from 100. Unfortunately, the severe discontinuity of the optimal nonlinear control demands a large parameter space. The trajectory problem PI's are relatively close to the optimal PI of zero but the nonlinear control problem PI's are disconcertingly large. This, as well as the obviously poor u* (t)! as shown in Fig. 6 will always remain suspect. Obviously, more problems should be analyzed with BASS and the authors welcome comments to this end.
